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Classroom Ordering and the
Situational Imperatives of
Routine and Ritual


David Diehl1 and Daniel A. McFarland2


Abstract


This article contends that the problem of classroom order rests less in the roles and compositions of class-
rooms than in the multidimensional nature of their social situations. Classroom order arises from the
dynamic relationship between distinct situational requirements: the coordination of interaction into institu-
tionalized patterns (routine) and the validation of participants’ identities (ritual). Utilizing a unique data set of
more than 800,000 turns of talk from 601 high school classrooms, the authors develop metrics for measur-
ing the longitudinal accomplishment of routine (interactional stability) and ritual (interactional concord) and
present two sets of analyses. The first analyses identify the antecedents to stability and concord, and the
second examine how stability and concord shape the experiences and attitudes of classroom participants.
Results indicate that activities and discourse combine to fulfill the requirements of ritual and routine in dif-
ferent ways, often meeting one at the expense of the other, and that the accomplishment of stability and
concord has positive returns to classroom experiences, but in different ways for teachers and students.
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Creating and maintaining order in the classroom is


a central concern for educators (Waller 1932; Metz


1978; Boocock 1978; Bossert 1979; Mehan 1979;


Doyle 1986; McNeil 1986; Stodolsky 1988;


Cazden 1988; Nystrand 1997; Gamoran and Kelly


2003). Despite the best efforts of teachers, how-


ever, research from diverse perspectives has shown


that disruption and defiance are ubiquitous and


seemingly unavoidable (MacBeth 1990:192). It is


unclear why some classes are more orderly than


others and why disorder can arise and recede


even within individual class periods. Fundamental


aspects of classroom teaching and learning remain


obscure without a better understanding of how


teachers and students construct, and are molded


by, the social context they jointly enact through


moment-by-moment social transactions (Wells


1993).


We address this lacuna through two theoretical


and empirical elaborations. The first is to regard


interactional order as a multidimensional phenom-


enon. Following Goffman, we relate order as meet-


ing two requirements, namely, those of routine and


ritual (cf. system and normative requirements,


Goffman 1981:14–15; 1983). For an encounter to


be comprehensible, participants must coordinate


according to some collective routine. In class-


rooms, this entails the mobilization of participants


into and across stable interactional configurations


associated with particular academic activities


(Goffman 1981:137). For an encounter to be


embraced and valued, participants must conduct
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interpersonal rituals demonstrating concord and


a sense of collective goodwill. In classrooms, this


entails the ratification of valued identities


(Goffman 1981:266). While situational anchors of


routine and ritual can reinforce one another, in


crowded classroom settings there arises a tension


between efforts to coordinate the group and to rat-


ify identities.


Our second elaboration is to regard interactional


order as a situated phenomenon. By this we mean


that the problem of classroom order changes from


moment to moment. As teachers move their classes


through different academic activities, the structures


and expectations for interaction shift, as do the


means by which routine and ritual requirements


of interaction are accomplished. Most practitioners


negotiate these dynamics and tensions via ongoing


talk and communication. However, discursive


moves seldom have the same effect on every situa-


tion. As most educators can attest, declarative state-


ments and jokes have different effects on the


enactment of lectures and group work activities.


To study this situated nature of classroom order,


we identify proxies for interactional stability (rou-


tine) and concord (ritual) within the overall net-


work of moment-to-moment discourse. By


treating individual acts of communication within


institutionalized activities as the building blocks


of classroom order (Goffman 1981; Wells 1999;


Butts 2008), we are able to offer a novel compari-


son of the dynamic patterns of interactions (and


their effects) across a multitude of diverse class-


rooms, class periods, and class lessons.


For our empirical analysis, we use an unparalleled


data set of more than 800,000 turns of discourse col-


lected from 601 high school class periods that enables


us to view classroom order longitudinally. In the first


set of analyses, we model the antecedents of stability


and concord. We demonstrate the general validity of


our approach by showing the timing of stable and


concordant interaction is consistent with existing


qualitative understandings of classrooms. We then


go beyond extant work and find that the accomplish-


ment of stability and concord depends on situational


levers such as the selection of activities and the appro-


priate use of discursive moves suited to each task. Not


only do we demonstrate that forms of talk have differ-


ent structuring effects depending on the academic


activity in which they take place; we also show that


efforts to achieve stability may have a negative effect


on concord, and vice versa. We can thus see the class-


room as a tenuous balance between stability and con-


cord, the nature of which is constantly shifting as the


teacher moves students through different tasks. In the


second set of analyses, we model the effects of stabil-


ity and routine on task survival and participants’


schooling experiences. Overall, we show that varia-


tion in classroom order is situational and multidimen-


sional, the product of a constantly shifting


interrelation between discourse and activity—and


not simply the result of static transsituational roles,


motives, and classroom compositions. In addition,


we show that the accomplishment of interactional sta-


bility and concord matters and has differential returns


to the quality of schooling.


Routine and Ritual: Dual
Requirements for Classroom Ordering


Our work can be located within an ongoing effort to


understand variation in classroom order at increas-


ingly fine-grained levels of analysis. Pioneering


work on the social order of schooling was primarily


concerned with providing a generalizable descrip-


tion of the interaction dynamics between teachers


and students rather than explaining variation within


classrooms. The result was a view of classroom


order shaped by a ubiquitous tension between the


different interests and motivations of teachers and


students as well as the incompatible demands of


the teaching profession itself (Waller 1932;


Bidwell 1965; Lortie 1975).


Building off of this work, midcentury sociology of


education began to offer explanations for variations in


the teacher-student tension between classrooms. This


work identified numerous sources of interclassroom


differences that affected interaction, including


teacher styles and dispositions (Brookover 1945;


Cogan 1956) as well as the culture (Gordon 1957;


Coleman 1961) and composition (Dreeben and Barr


1988) of the student body. In this work variation


arises from differences in how teachers and students


consistently enact their institutional roles. Following


the general trend of post-Parsonian sociology in the


1960s, however, sociolinguists and interactionists


shifted focus inward toward language, micro-pro-


cesses, and variations within classrooms.


Sociolinguists, for their part, paid close atten-


tion to conversational dynamics and began to doc-


ument routinized (generally dyadic) turn-taking


structures in activities such as recitation and group


work (Mehan 1979; Erickson 1982; Stodolsky


1988). Interactionists, in contrast, drew on ethnog-


raphies to illuminate the ongoing negotiation of


control and defiance in the classroom (Jackson
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1968; Metz 1978; Pace 2006). Both streams of


research focused on moment-to-moment dynamics


of interaction, but each offered a fundamentally


different conception of the nature of classroom


order and how to research it.


The study of these two aspects of social order—


the formal structure of talk and the ongoing negotia-


tion of identities—has remained largely disconnected


in the sociological literature. One exception is in


Goffman’s work on what he called the ‘‘interaction


order’’ (Goffman 1967, 1981, 1983).
1


Goffman


argued that interaction is multidimensional and that


the individual has multiple obligations to and interests


in maintaining order (Goffman 1983:5). To that end,


the actor uses various strategies and techniques to


ensure his or her own proper involvement as well as


the proper involvement of others (Goffman


1967:115). Doing so entails meeting both routine


(system) and ritual (normative) requirements of inter-


action (Goffman 1981:14-15). Problematically, how-


ever, Goffman did not adequately delineate between


these two central features of situated order, nor did


he provide means for studying them (Schegloff


1988). Part of our aim in this work is to address


both of these shortcomings.


First, the requirement of routine concerns render-


ing interactional exchanges into recursive and pre-


dictable configurations based on a working


agreement about ‘‘what is going on here’’ (Goffman


1974; 1981). The most important organizing conven-


tions in classrooms are academic activities and the


typified sets of relations, orientations, and discourses


they entail (Erickson 1982; Doyle and Carter 1984;


Stodolsky 1988). Activities provide routinized fea-


tures such as the opening and closing of communica-


tion channels, the distribution of turns, and


communication rules for bystanders (Goffman


1981). In a classroom discussion, for example, stu-


dents follow teacher-defined and enforced rules for


legitimate talk, generally taking the floor and speak-


ing only once given permission to do so.


From this perspective, classrooms can be con-


ceptualized as networks of discourse and routine


as the mobilization of those networks into configu-


rations related to particular academic activities.


Stability is the term we use for when these networks


become recursive, or patterned in a way that repeats


through time. Instability, in contrast, occurs when


these configurations are loosened through gaffes,


interruptions, mistakes, or the occurrence of other


digressions and side events. Stability is associated


with positive learning environments because pre-


dictable behavior allows teachers and students to


expend their cognitive energy on the academic con-


tent of tasks rather than interactional coordination


(Leinhardt and Greeno 1986). For these reasons,


effective teachers rely on an array of repeatedly


used activities (Doyle 1980:13).


The requirement of ritual, in contrast, refers to


the feature of interaction related to the ratification


of valued identities (Goffman 1967:19). In typical


social encounters, actors coordinate actions not


only around recognized activities but also around


identities they recognize and value in their commu-


nication. For example, in everyday conversation,


Goffman (1981:16) repeatedly showed how per-


sons show deference to the demeanor of their inter-


action partners, treating selves as something of


social worth. These ritual elements are present in


all successfully coordinated interactions since


identities of speakers, listeners, and the social rela-


tionships between the two are often normatively


valued (Goffman 1981:269). However, Goffman


failed to account for the fact that the nature of the


institutional context shapes the manner in which


selves are expressed and validated (Strong 1988).


We address this shortcoming by studying how the


ritual requirements of selves are variably met


within the structures of different activities.


In classrooms, the successful accomplishment


of ritual interaction creates a shared sense of


respect, or goodwill, between teachers and students


(Dreeben 1970; Bidwell 2005). Interpersonal good-


will often is marked by subjective and experiential


factors that are difficult to observe. Therefore,


teachers and students mostly infer the presence of


goodwill from overt acts of compliance and defi-


ance (Kelman 1961). The absence of defiance in


social encounters can be referred to as the behav-


ioral expression of concord. To be clear, concord


is not synonymous with the subjective experience


of classroom goodwill. In the first part of our


empirical analysis, we address concord as an


observable feature of interaction patterns, and in


the second part, we look at goodwill as a feature


of subjective experience reported on surveys.


As with routine, meeting ritual requirements of


interaction has a positive effect on teaching and


learning. Students, for their part, defy authority


when they feel their character has been imputed


in a demeaning way (Lawrence et al. 1984:122).


Teachers, in turn, feel student defiance threatens


their institutional identity and devalues the invest-


ment of time and energy they put into an activity


(Lawrence et al. 1984:121; McFarland 2001,


2004). When there is classroom goodwill,
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interactions are characterized by warmth and


respect, and with those come lower levels of disrup-


tive behaviors (Battistich et al. 1997), higher levels


of on-task behavior (Marzano, Marzano, and


Pickering 2003), and greater intellectual risk taking


(Murray and Greenberg 2000).


The Variable Relationship between
Stability and Concord. Classrooms are
crowded settings where a multiplicity of doings


and interests come into and fall out of focus


over the course of a lesson (Jackson 1968;


McFarland 2005). In the flux of affairs, situational


requirements of coordination and identity are var-


iably catered to and met. This means that there are


two distinct ways that disorder can arise: through


either problems related to instability in activity


structures or challenges to concord. How any par-


ticular communicative act relates to these interac-


tional anchors depends, however, on the nature of


the activity within which it takes place.


This conceptualization emphasizes the nature of


participation, or the way that individuals align or


orient themselves toward the activity and its rules


and expectations for speaking, listening, and turn


taking (Erickson 2004). Sociolinguists have long


described the pattern of these alignments and orien-


tations as the participation framework of an activity


(Goffman 1981).
2


These frameworks define inter-


personal expectations and obligations such that


everyone is called on to adopt particular interaction


roles or participation statuses (e.g., speaker or


hearer). These participation statuses are then ar-


ranged in such a way as to form a larger pattern.


When recursively enacted, it becomes a recognized,


guiding framework to which everyone adheres


(Gee 1999). This is true for both academic activi-


ties prescribed by the teacher and informal activi-


ties initiated by students (e.g., gossip in Eder


and Enke 1991). The successful cueing of an activ-


ity’s participation framework, the mobilization


of classroom participants into the activity, and its


stable reenactment over time are quite an


accomplishment.


From this perspective, the basic empirical units


out of which classroom order is generated are dis-


crete communicative events (i.e., utterances) pro-


duced by one actor and directed toward one or


more targets (Butts 2008:158). Adapting the lan-


guage of Goffman (1981), we refer to these as dis-


cursive ‘‘moves.’’ Actors use discursive moves to


present particular orientations toward each other


and toward shared interaction (see ‘‘footings’’ in


Goffman 1981). These moves can commence inter-


actional alignments, which in turn lead to larger


changes in the structural configuration of group


communication (Goodwin 1998; Gibson 2003).


Teachers use discourse to manage the timing and


sequencing of interactions to strike a balance


between coercion and engendering voluntary partic-


ipation that allows them to mobilize students in and


out of the participation framework of academic


activities (Kounin 1970; McFarland 2004).


Students, for their part, also use discourse both to


align with academic activities and to resist them,


all the while asserting and expressing valued identi-


ties (Alpert 1991; McFarland 2001). The overall pic-


ture is one of an ongoing struggle about positions in


the classroom network of talk (Grenfell 1998) as dis-


tinct activity frameworks are cued via discourse and


ensuing patterns of association form and fall (see


Figure 1 for a schematic and Supplemental Online


Materials for a network movie demonstrating pat-


tern switches at http://soe.sagepub.com/content/85/


4/326/suppl/DC1).


Two features of activity frameworks are espe-


cially important for understanding the situated


nature of routine and ritual imperatives: prescribed


interactivity and the centralization of attention


(Stinchcombe 1968). Prescribed interactivity re-


fers to the spread of responsibility or range of par-


ticipants necessary to enact a given activity


structure. It also refers to the degree to which stu-


dents are afforded active or nonactive participation


statuses (e.g., speaker or hearer). This degree of in-


teractivity ranges from no participation; to some


participation, but only as an animator of other’s


views (e.g., in recitation where the student recalls


a fact); to more participation and authoring of


views; to full participation and responsibility. For


example, group work requires frequent interaction


between many persons assuming the participation


status of cospeakers, and student presentations


call on students to take turns presenting their own


ideas to the entire class. In contrast, lectures and


tests call on students to be hearers or noninteractive


individual workers. The centralization of attention,


in contrast, refers to the degree to which an activity


focuses on a single speaker and ignores others in


the audience. This shapes the extent to which the


possibilities for identity expression and validation


are evenly or unevenly distributed across partici-


pants. For example, recitation is highly centralized,


with all eyes on the speaker, whereas seatwork is


highly decentralized, with each student focused
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on his or her own work. Common classroom activ-


ities can be broadly characterized by the interrela-


tion of their amount of interactivity and attention


structure, as summarized in Table 1.


As activities and their features of interactivity and


attention change, so too does the relationship between


routine and ritual aspects of interaction. Activities


that call on students to assume passive participation


statuses are often easier to coordinate and stabilize


(e.g., lecture), but they undermine goodwill because


they centralize identity valuation on only a few peo-


ple, leaving others unacknowledged. By contrast,


activities that call on students to assume active partic-


ipation statuses are harder to coordinate (more au-


thors defining the situation), but they ratify and


value a greater number of identities, thereby encour-


aging goodwill. As such, activities activate different


situational concerns. Solving problems of routine


may create problems of ritual, and solving problems


of ritual may create problems of routine.


In sum, this article proposes a significant recon-


ceptualization of social order in classrooms. We


argue that the most fundamental problems of class-


room order do not stem from factors that hold


across classroom settings, such as classroom com-


positions, role tensions, or even poor-fitting


instructional activities. Rather, the core problems


of social order are multidimensional and situa-


tional. Classroom order is multidimensional in


that it pertains to the dynamic interrelation of two


distinct requirements for successful activities: the


coordination of interaction into institutionalized pat-


terns (routine) and the validation of the identities of


participants (ritual). And classroom order is situational


in that finding balance between these interrelated as-


pects of interaction is an ongoing practical


Table 1. Dimensions of Activity Frameworks


Focus of attention (ritual)


Centralized and focused Distributed and differentiated


Prescribed Interactivity (Routine) Active Presentation, discussion Group work, free time
Nonactive Recitation, lecture Seatwork, test, audiovisual


Channel


Undefined
Structure


1
Lecture


Structure
2


Group
Work


Undefined:
Available
Stories, Props                  
Discourses,
Etc.., Transition


Release


Figure 1. Shifting participation structures in class periods
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achievement accomplished jointly by teachers and


students within the dynamic network of moment-to-


moment classroom communication. As such, class-


room participants find themselves in a context with


a multiplicity of problems that vary with the situation.


In what follows, we turn to the empirical study by


which we establish this argument.


SETTINGS AND DATA


While researchers have recently begun to introduce


increasingly systematic methods for classroom


observation (e.g., Cameron, Connor, and


Morrison 2005; Good, Mulryan, and McCaslin


2006; Pianta and Hamre 2009), this work typically


focuses on either sequences of dyadic interactions


(usually between teacher and single students),


thereby unwittingly bracketing all other concurrent


interaction, or summary counts of behaviors,


thereby obscuring interactional dynamics. We


argue that the goal of a theory of classroom social


order, however, is to elaborate global patterns of


interaction not evident in individual episodes or se-


quences of talk (Gibson 2008; Wyatt et al. 2008).


To accomplish this, we drew on an unparalleled


data set of streaming interaction recorded in two


high schools during the 1996-1997 school year


(McFarland 1999, 2001, 2004). It consists of obser-


vations in 650 separate class periods across 165


classrooms. Of those, 601 class periods across


153 classrooms had observation records suitable


for quantitative analyses. This yielded an analyz-


able sample of more than 800,000 sequential turns


of interaction. In what follows, we describe these


settings and the manner in which observations


were recorded and formatted for analysis.


Settings. The first high school, Magnet High, is
a racially integrated elite magnet school located in


an inner-city neighborhood of a large midwestern


metropolitan area. The second high school, Rural


High, is located more than 500 miles away in


a town of 17,000 residents. It is a traditional rural


school that is racially homogeneous and serves pre-


dominantly lower- to middle-income students.


Magnet and Rural represent distinct learning envi-


ronments, but they nonetheless have surprisingly


similar student and teacher behaviors. More specific


details about Magnet and Rural High Schools and


the students who attend them can be found in


McFarland (2004).


Data. Classroom observations focused on
10th- and 12th-grade core subjects in math, sci-


ence, English, and history, but some effort was


made to observe foreign language and arts classes.


A sum of observed class periods by school and


subject matter is presented in Table 2.
3


Core sub-


jects were selected because they allowed for more


comparability across schools than elective sub-


jects could have. Within core subjects, 10th- and


12th-grade classes were selected because multiple


observations of the same individuals were desir-


able and the observer was unable to observe the


entire array of courses offered.


The coding scheme used was developed from


prior work (Mehan 1979; Stodolsky 1988;


McFarland 1999) and piloted two times before


this study. The resulting data set has been used


for statistical modeling in several previous articles


(McFarland 2001; Moody, McFarland, and


Bender-deMoll 2005; Bender-deMoll and


McFarland 2006). An assessment of coding reli-


ability was performed using classroom videos,


and it is presented in the Supplemental Online


Materials. Due to the nature of data collection,


coder reliability noticeably decreased in activity


segments wherein simultaneous talk occurred


(e.g., free time and group work). This resulted in


underreported frequencies in the more fluid and de-


centralized task structures. However, the sheer vol-


ume and breadth of total observations decreases the


amount of error that affects results.


PART A. ANTECEDENTS OF
INTERACTIONAL CONCORD
AND STABILITY


In the first two sets of analyses, below, we examine


the discursive antecedents of interactional stability


and concord as well as their relationship with dif-


ferent academic activities.


Table 2. Class Periods Observed by Subject and
School


School


Subject Magnet Rural Row totals


Mathematics 75 93 168
Science 58 117 175
Social science 51 37 88
English 79 60 139
Foreign language 15 14 29
Visual arts 2 2
Columns totals 278 323 601
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Dependent Variables: Operationalizing
Interactional Stability and Concord. Since
our interest is in the dynamic, and hence temporal,


nature of talk, our first step is to aggregate com-


munications into slices of class time (2½ mi-


nutes)
4


and to render them into network matrices


reflecting two distinct types of transaction


(McFarland 2005): one for task-related communi-


cation and another for social-related communica-


tion. Because we are interested in higher-order


structures of interaction, we follow one of the lon-


gest traditions in network analysis and examine


the composition of interactional triads (Taylor


1970; Chase 1974; Hallinan 1976; Kalish and


Robins 2006). We look at triads because they


reflect forms of positioning in interaction that


extend across multiple dyads, and as such they


identify various interaction roles or local partici-


pation structures that particular individuals move


in and out of during a class period. In this way,


the study of triads provides a better means for


measuring the global structures of network


arrangement as they capture the pattern of depen-


dencies that extends beyond simple pairings of ac-


tors (Butts 2008).
5


Analysis of triads is relatively straightforward as


networks can be broken down into a finite set of 16


triad types under which all observed token triads are


subsumed (Wasserman and Faust 1994).


Conceptually, each triad type can be seen as reflect-


ing a particular interaction role. Hence, a high count


for triad number 4 (021D: ) indicates many of the


triads have central actors who speak asymmetrically


to others (i.e., talk is not reciprocated by the hearer),


much like lectures and student presentations have.
6


Recitation will include a number of direct teacher-


student interactions (i.e., question and answer), so


there are a large number of number 12 triads


(120D: ). A high count for triad number 3 (102)


and number 16 (300) reveals a great deal of cluster-


ing in interaction, a characteristic of group work. The


pattern of triads thus reflects the interaction roles


being used in a particular activity and thereby the


kind of coordinated behavior that induces discursive


stability (see Burt 1990 for a similar method).


Using this framework, we can look at the corre-


lation of triad frequencies to assess how similar or


dissimilar the pattern of triads (and thereby interac-


tion roles) is within a classroom from one moment


of class time to the next. Here, we use a very simple


measure of similarity—correlation of triadic arrays


(see the Supplemental Online Materials for


details). We do not want the size of the network


to shape the measure, nor do we want zero cells


to eclipse the estimation of variance. Since the triad


census in sparse networks always results in high


counts that would drive correlation values, we


omit null triads (triad number 1, 001) before gener-


ating correlations across successive time slices.


The resultant measure of interaction order corre-


lates the census for 30 types of triads (15 for task


and 15 for social interaction, omitting nulls) at


one time point with the one succeeding it. The mea-


sure is highly skewed (mean = .66, standard devia-


tion = .39, and median = .89), suggesting much of


schooling entails either stable or unstable patterns


of interaction roles. The plotting of this variable


over class time corresponds well with observer


field notes and recollections (see Figure A in the


Supplemental Online Materials). To utilize it in


predictive models, we binarize the measure at the


median (.89) such that values above are considered


stabilizing moments and values below are consid-


ered destabilizing moments. In doing so, we lose


some of the variance in the correlation measure,


but in return we gain reliable standard errors and


tests of significance.


Interactional concord, in contrast, is defined as


time slices that lack conflict, or what we call here


discord. Student and teacher behavior is coded as


being discordant when it entails the airing of a neg-


ative sanction. From the perspective of the student,


this can be conceptualized as an everyday form of


resistance that aims to undermine task or teacher


through the expression of discontent, challenge,


or refusal (Metz 1978; McFarland 2001). Such


acts may be active rebellions against teacher


authority, or they may be subtler in the form of


jokes or sarcastic comments. Here, a degree of


interpretation is required. If a student’s joke about


a teacher or the task stops class, it is recorded as


an instance of discord. Thus, discordant acts are


observed as intentional, publicly displayed forms


of student-initiated disruptions of classroom order,


whether they are in the form of refusal, challenge,


insult, personal ridicule, or loud complaint. Time


slices lacking any such acts, then, are coded as in-


stances of concord.


Since our measures of stability and concord are


time dependent, it is likely serial autocorrelation is


present. For research on classroom order, it is a not


a nuisance to be eliminated but rather a central fea-


ture of what we are interested in. For this reason we


incorporate autocorrelation into all our models by
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including a lagged variable for stability and con-


cord at the previous time slice (Beck 2001).


Independent Variables: Timing, Activity,
and Discourse. A variety of independent vari-
ables is used for our different models (including,


as mentioned above, stability and concord them-


selves). In what follows, we briefly describe pre-


dictors and their hypothesized effects, but more


details about each measure are included in the


Supplemental Online Materials (see Table A).


Briefly, the three categories of independent varia-


bles we include are temporality, prescribed activ-


ity, and discursive moves.


Timing. The first set of variables captures the
effects of timing on stability. Current work sug-


gests that the opening and closing of classes are


relatively informal and disorganized phases of


interaction (Mehan 1979; Cazden 1988).


Research has also found that student engagement


starts low, grows higher as the class continues,


and then lowers again at the end of the class


(Doyle 1980:12). We normalize this intraperiod


timing variable by dividing each observation of


class time by the maximum number of minutes


the specific class period was observed. Thus, our


measure of class time varies from 0 to 1, with


0 being the start and 1 being the end. We also


include a measure for class time squared to plot


a function for nonlinear effects of class time on


stability. Other literature suggests that classes set-


tle into a routine after the first several months of


the school year, so we also include an interperiod


timing variable (Woods 1983; Doyle 1986). For


this we use coarser units of time, months into


the school year (0 = August, 1 = September,


etc.). Finally, a third timing variable concerns


transitions or slices of class time that span distinct


activity segments. Transitions are liminal mo-


ments that lack the well-defined behavioral ex-


pectations associated with participation structures.


Activity. The second set of independent varia-
bles concern teacher-prescribed activities


(Bossert 1979; Doyle 1986; Stodolsky 1988;


Stein, Grover, and Henningsen 1996). We test


the effects of activities on classroom stability by


creating nine dummy variables: lecture, recitation,


discussion, student presentations, group work,


undefined/free time, seatwork, test/quiz, and


audio/film. It is an empirical question whether


activities involving high or low levels of interac-


tivity and centralized or decentralized attention


structures are associated with greater stability


and interpersonal concord.


Discourse. The third set of variables involves
discursive moves. Within activity segments, in-


stances of talk between pairs of senders and re-


ceivers were recorded based on the identification


numbers listed on classroom seating charts. Even


though talk varied in duration, no attempt was


made to capture that information. When long turns


did arise, the observer recorded them as if the


same interaction were repeated each minute of


class time. Each interaction was coded for who


spoke to whom, the content of interactions in


terms of topic (i.e., task or sociable), and the


tone in which they were stated (i.e., none, techni-


cal, or moral) as well as the form of speech used in


the communication (see Supplemental Online


Materials, Table A). Summarizing all these fea-


tures of interaction may seem like a complex


task, but a simple shorthand captures the


information.


Take the following sequence of interaction


coded in shorthand: T-A, T-QA, A-TG, T-10Q,


10-TG, T-10 (1t), T-12Q, 12-13 S, 13-12 S, T-12


(–m), T-13 (–m), T-A. It shows the teacher speak-


ing to everyone (broadcast), asking everyone


a question, and everyone giving the teacher a choral


response. After that, the teacher asks student num-


ber 10 a question, to which he gives an answer, and


the teacher replies that student 10 is correct (‘‘1t’’ =


positive technical evaluation). The teacher then


asks student 12 a question, and student 12 turns to


socialize with student 13 (note ‘‘S’’ = social). At


this point, the teacher sanctions students 12 and


13 for their social behavior (‘‘–m’’ = negative moral


evaluation) and then turns to broadcast to the class


again.


Empirical Models: Fixed-effects Hazard
Models. Again, our first two sets of models
look at the interactional correlates of stability


and concord. First, to model the effects of activi-


ties and discourse on stability, we use conditional


logit models that render invariant characteristics


of classrooms and schools as fixed effects (see


Allison 1999:188-97). We use this model because


it corrects for standard error biases (presence of


clustering), spuriousness (i.e., correlation between


individual and cluster-level variables), and hetero-


geneity shrinkage (i.e., attenuation toward 0 in


presence of heterogeneity; see Allison 1999:212-


13). Moreover, these models present the most
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conservative test for the effects of micro-


mechanisms endogenous to classrooms.


The conditional logit with fixed effects can be


specified as follows:


Logðpit=ð1 � pitÞÞ¼ ai1bxit: ð1Þ


Let pit be the probability that a class is stable at


time t. Let xit be a vector of variables for classroom


i at time t. These vectors can contain variables that


differ over time (rates for forms of speech) or


remain constant (teacher’s race). The ai term repre-


sents all the differences among classrooms that are


stable over time. For all time points, ai is the same


for a given classroom, and a positive correlation


arises among observed outcomes (Allison


1999:189). When equation 1 is applied to panel


data, each classroom adds an additional parameter


(a dummy variable for each classroom) to the


model and can create biases in parameter estimates.


To solve this, conditional likelihood estimations


are constructed that condition the number of 1s and


0s observed in each classroom. If a class is stable at


time 1 and time 2 but not at time 3, one calculates


the probability that stability arose at times 1 and


2 but not at time 3. This probability is then written


as a function of the explanatory variables and the


b parameters, and the probabilities are multiplied


for all classes to get the overall likelihood. When


done, the ai parameters cancel from the likelihood


function (Allison 1999:190), and the biases in


parameter estimates are removed.
7


As a precaution,


we also ran mixed logit models and found nearly


the exact results. We rely on the results from condi-


tional models with fixed effects because they are


more conservative and robust and focus our analy-


ses within classrooms.


The eventual model estimates moments of sta-


bility and concord within classrooms and uses


lagged independent variables:


Yðt:t11ÞðstabilityÞ¼ a1b1Yðt:t�1ÞðstabilityÞ


1b2XtðtimeÞ1b3Xtðtime
2Þ


1b4XtðmonthÞ1b5XtðtransitionÞ
1b6Xtðtask structureÞ:::


1b7Xtðforms of speechÞ:::
1mtðclassroomÞ1e;


YtðconcordÞ¼ a
1b1Yt�1ðconcordÞ


1b2XtðtimeÞ


1b3Xtðtime
2Þ1b4XtðmonthÞ


1b5XtðtransitionÞ
1b6Xtðtask structureÞ:::


1b7Xtðforms of speechÞ:::
1mtðclassroomÞ1e; ð2Þ


where m is the fixed effect for each classroom.


Results: General Effects of Timing,
Activity, and Discourse. We begin by present-
ing results for unconditional mixed models of stabil-


ity and concord in Table 3. These models decompose


variance at three levels: the variance occurring


between classrooms, between periods, and within


individual class periods. The results indicate that


Table 3. Decomposition of Variance for Interactional Stability and Concord


Level Variance component Standard error Percentage variance


Stability
Between classes 0.22 0.06*** 13
Between periods 0.53 0.06*** 31
Between segments (residual) 0.94 0.01*** 56


Concord
Between classes 0.96 0.161*** 40
Between periods 0.59 0.072*** 25
Between segments (residual) 0.82 0.012*** 35


Source: McFarland (1999) classroom interaction study.
***p \ .001.
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87 percent of the variance of stability and 60 percent


of conflict are within classrooms and class periods


(in contrast to between classrooms). This is strong


evidence that the primary levers of classroom order


reside within classroom situations and their mo-


ments, so we put our focus there.


We look first at the central tendencies of factors


we think generally influence interactional stability


and concord. These results are generated with


conditional fixed-effects models and can be found


in Table 4. For ease of interpretation, results are pre-


sented as odds ratios. Here the ratios represent the pre-


dicted odds of network pattern stability (from t to


t 11) and the presence of concord (at t) given


a one-standard-deviation change in each explanatory


variable. Odds ratios greater than 1 mean the variable


adds to pattern stability and concord, whereas being


less than 1 means it increases instability and conflict.


Table 4. Longitudinal Fixed-effects Logit Models, Predicting Classroom Stability and Moments of Concord
(Odds)


Stability Concord


Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5


Timing variables
Preceding stability 1.68*** 1.66*** 1.66*** — — —
Preceding concord — — — 1.24*** 1.24*** 1.24***
Class time 1.40*** 1.29** 1.21 1.97*** 1.88*** 1.80***
Class time 3 2 0.69*** 0.81* 0.87 0.53*** 0.56*** 0.59***
Months into school year 0.92** 0.94* 0.93* 0.80*** 0.79*** 0.81***
Transition segment 0.87*** 0.87*** 0.88*** 0.88*** 0.89*** 0.88***


Activities
Lecture 1.58*** 1.16*** 1.00 1.01
Recitation RC RC RC RC
Discussion 0.85 0.99 0.93* 0.97
Presentation 1.09 1.06* 0.97 1.02
Group work 0.61*** 0.94* 1.11** 1.12**
Test/quiz 0.58*** 0.91** 1.18*** 1.33***
Audiovisual 0.46*** 0.88*** 1.21*** 1.34***
Seatwork 0.40*** 0.79*** 0.96 1.07
Undefined 0.46*** 0.89*** 0.96 1.03


Forms of speech
Teacher broadcast 1.11* 1.24***
Teacher question 0.91* 0.86**
Teacher technical 1.05 1.03
Teacher joke 0.93* 0.96
Student broadcast 1.00 0.96
Student question 0.97 0.91*
Student technical 1.01 1.07
Student joke 0.96 0.86***
Teacher-student task 0.92* 0.70***
Student-student task 0.89** 1.07
Teacher-student social 0.80*** 0.84***
Student-student social 0.86** 0.88


Model statistics
Wald chi-square 530 747 840 169 228 425


Source: McFarland (1999) classroom interaction study.
Note: RC = reference category. N = 8,946. Stable instances = 50 percent of cases. Conflict instances = 20 percent of
cases. Invariant characteristics of classrooms are fixed in these models. Presented values = Exponential (bx 3 stddev x),
unless dichotomous, then the coefficient is raw. Dashes indicate variables are not included in particular models.
*p \ .05. **p \ .01. ***p \ .001.
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The first models look only at timing variables.


We start in model 1 for stability and model 4 for


concord and identify a variety of expected results.


First, stability in the preceding time slice signifi-


cantly increases the probability of future stability.


The same relationship holds for past and future


concord. Second, class time increases the odds of


both stability and concord while class time squared


decreases it, suggesting an inverse curvilinear rela-


tionship in which periods open with chaotic pat-


terns of interaction, settle into stable and


concordant instructional routines, and then grow


chaotic and conflictual again as periods draw to


a close. This intraperiod pattern is embedded in


the larger interperiod trajectory in which instability


and conflict increase during the year. We also see


that transitional periods between activities are


more likely to be unstable and discordant.


Overall, we see that stability and concord are boot-


strapped from moment to moment, have a cyclic


pattern in every class period, decrease during tran-


sitions, and slowly diminish during the year. These


results correspond with standard qualitative de-


scriptions of phases in classroom interaction (e.g.,


Doyle 1980), lending credence to the validity of


our measures as a proxy for classroom order.


These similar results suggest that there may be


parallels in how stability and concord are con-


structed and sustained during interaction. As a result


of introducing teacher-prescribed activities in mod-


els 2 and 5, however, important differences begin to


emerge. We use recitation as the baseline in our


models because not only was it the most common


activity in our data, but it is generally found to be


the most common teacher-prescribed activity in


classrooms (Mehan 1979; Cazden 1988). We find


that centralized and student-isolated instructional


formats such as lectures and seatwork channel atten-


tion and suppress interactivity and thereby forge


interactional stability and at least the appearance


of concord (i.e., compliance and a lack of conflict).


In contrast, student-centered tasks such as group


work encourage interactivity and decentralize the


focus of attention, thereby providing opportunities


for identity validation at the expense of coordination


and stability. Last, formats such as discussion


require the centralization of attention and greater in-


teractivity, thereby rendering situations more rou-


tine but at the same time increasing the possibility


of conflict by offering only limited turns of talk,


about which students may fight.


Finally, in models 3 and 6, we move to an even


more fine-grained level of analysis and include


different forms of talk. In terms of similarity across


the models, we find that teacher broadcasts are asso-


ciated with an increase in stability and concord


whereas teacher questions are associated with


a decrease in both. In the case of broadcasts, teachers


are using their talk for control by stopping other inter-


actions and centralizing attention. With questions,


however, teachers are providing students turns of


talk, which present opportunities for digression and


defiance.


The differences are perhaps more interesting,


however. While teacher jokes are associated with


a decrease in stability, they have no association


with concord. In contrast, student jokes (as well


as questions) are associated with a decrease in con-


cord but have no association with stability. We


posit that this is because teacher jokes represent di-


gressions from routine whereas student jokes and


questions may be challenges to teacher control of


attention or interactivity. Finally, neither social


nor task-related dyadic talk between students is


associated with concord, supporting the idea that


how teachers manage attention and interaction is


the key to shaping order. Teacher-student talk of


either kind, in contrast, has a significant negative


association with concord. This is, again, because


dyadic communication of all kinds between teach-


ers and students opens up the interactive space nec-


essary for conflict and defiance to occur.


Overall, the consistency of the results in Table 4


with our existing qualitative understanding of the


classroom provides a strong warrant for our


approach. In addition, they support our claim that


classroom order is multidimensional. Conflict, as


a manifestation of struggles about positions in the


classroom system, is interrelated but distinct from


the recursive patterns of interaction that generate


stability. Nonetheless, what we have presented


thus does not go far enough into the situated nature


of classroom order. These results reflect central


tendencies, but still missing is a discussion of


how problems of order are managed differently


across activities as the same discursive move can


have differential effects depending on the partici-


pation framework within which it takes place


(Tannen 1994:19). This interrelation between


activities and forms of talk is where we turn next.


Results: Interaction Terms and the
Structuring of Different Classroom
Activities. We now identify the discursive moves
utilized to overcome problems of order within
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each activity. The full analysis can be found in the


Supplemental Online Materials (see Table B), but


for the sake of brevity here, we focus on four


activities that represent variability in interactivity


and attention: lecture, student presentations, group


work, and seatwork. As discussed earlier, control


of interactivity and attention shapes classroom


order by varying the diffusion of responsibility


for coordinating routine and the spread of identi-


ties needing to be ritually verified. Instead of


using comparison values for this part of the anal-


ysis, we focus directly on the conditional effects


of mechanisms within each type of prescribed


activity.
8


The results are presented in Table 5


and Figure 2. We will explain these results by


focusing on the pattern of odds ratios within


each activity.


The first column in Table 5 and the first set of bar


plots in Figure 2 relate results for lectures in terms of


both stability and concord. During a lecture, only the


teacher has a legitimate speaking turn, so it is not


surprising to see that teacher broadcasts are associ-


ated with an increase in both stability and concord


and that student broadcasts have the opposite effect.


Student talk is slightly related to both stability and


concord in the form of technical comments, which


can be seen as adding appropriate coauthorship to


the lecture. What is perhaps more interesting is


that social talk, either between students or with the


teacher, is associated with a decrease in stability


but not in concord. This suggests that social talk


leads to digressions from the routinized form of


the activity but not in a way that threatens the ritual


enactment of institutional roles. In contrast, student


Table 5. Conditional Effects of Speech Forms on Stability and Concord, by Task


Lecture Presentation Group work Seatwork Main effect


Stability
Teacher broadcast 1.29*** 1.11** 0.89*** 1.00 1.11*
Teacher question 1.06y 1.05 0.96 1.01 0.91*
Teacher technical 1.02 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.05
Teacher joke 0.95 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.93*
Student broadcast 0.80*** 1.18*** 0.84* 0.92* 1.00
Student question 0.97 0.97 0.97 1.04 0.98
Student technical 1.06y 0.96 0.97 1.03 1.01
Student joke 0.97y 0.98 1.01 1.02 0.97
Teacher-student task 0.92** 0.98 1.00 1.00 0.93*
Student-student task 1.01 1.10** 1.08y 0.92** 0.89**
Teacher-student social 0.90*** 0.97* 0.95*** 0.95* 0.81***
Student-student social 0.91* 0.90** 0.99 1.03 0.86**


Concord
Teacher broadcast 1.55*** 1.21 0.55* 1.22 1.24***
Teacher question 1.07 1.04 0.99 0.97 0.86**
Teacher technical 1.10 0.90 1.32 0.97 1.03
Teacher joke 0.96 0.90 1.00 0.83* 0.96
Student broadcast 0.58* 1.21** 0.29* 0.74y 0.96
Student question 0.91 0.86 0.78 0.96 0.91*
Student technical 1.33y 1.20 0.66 1.28 1.07
Student joke 0.85* 0.94 0.80 0.89y 0.86***
Teacher-student task 0.58*** 0.69** 0.57*** 0.70*** 0.70***
Student-student task 1.00 1.31y 1.35*** 1.25* 1.07
Teacher-student social 0.95 1.07 0.99 0.95 0.84***
Student-student social 0.94 1.01 0.95 1.09 0.88


Source: McFarland (1999) classroom interaction study.
Note: N = 8,946. Stable = 50 percent of cases. Conflict = 20 percent of cases. Invariant characteristics of classrooms are
fixed. Main effects lists values from models 3 and 5 from Table 4 and reflects the norm. Presented values = Exponential
(bx 3 stddev x).
*p \ .05. **p \ .01. ***p \ .001. yp \ .10.
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Figure 2. Effects of discursive moves on stability and concord by type of activity (odds)
Note: Effect = Odds of Y given 11 stddev in X (form of speech).
*p \.05, p \.10. Black = Y (stability), Grey = Y (nondefiance).
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jokes are slightly related to instability but more


strongly to conflict. This may be because teachers


see student jokes as either a threat to their control


of the activity or as an undermining of their author-


itative role.


Student presentations operate much like lectures,


with a central speaker and a largely passive audi-


ence, but students take turns at the center of the dis-


cursive network as the focus of collective attention


(although the teacher never fully relinquishes his


or her role as the central coordinator of talk). For


this reason, and in contrast to lectures, student broad-


casts (and to a lesser degree student-student task


talk) correspond with both stability and concord.


Like during a lecture, however, social talk with the


teacher or between students leads to destabilization


through digressions but not to conflict. Turning


speeches into conversations undermines the gather-


ing that is being forged around individual presenters’


identities. Finally, in student presentations, task-


related talk between teacher and student is associ-


ated with conflict because the nature of the activity


is to give students more authorship over shared


talk, and teacher-student task talk may represent at-


tempts by teachers to reassert their control over dis-


course or their ritualized role as arbiter of correct and


appropriate knowledge.


Group work is essentially the inverse of the cen-


tralized formats discussed so far in that it is a highly


interactive and decentralized task that relies on the


generation and maintenance of reciprocity within


numerous simultaneous conversations. For that rea-


son, it is stabilized by direct task communications


between students and made problematic by asymmet-


ric talk of any kind. As such, teacher involvement,


especially in the form of a broadcast, shifts interaction


into asymmetric and centralized forms that represent


a disruption in the enactment of group work roles.


Another important difference with centralized for-


mats is that group work can sustain reciprocal social


talk between peers without resulting in destabiliza-


tion. Social talk need not lead to disorder by usurping


limited turns of talk or foci of attention; rather, social


talk becomes less important as conversations and


identity verifications become diffused throughout


the classroom.


Finally, in seatwork, the task is private and sta-


bilized by nonaction between individuals, which


also means there are few opportunities for either


validation or contestation of identities. Looking at


the results, we see that seatwork is similar to group


work in that student broadcasts and teacher social-


ization, both of which shift interaction away from


activity-prescribed forms, are destabilizing. It dif-


fers from group work, however, in that task-related


talk between students is also destabilizing, which


makes sense given that a primary difference


between the two activities is the degree to which


work is independent. Seatwork is also often not


a cognitively demanding activity, and this is per-


haps part of the reason we see that reciprocal social


talk between students is associated with neither sta-


bility nor concord. Students can essentially multi-


task while working alone on routine academic


tasks and at the same time privately socialize so


long as the combination does not lead to disruption.


Nonsocial teacher talk has no effect on either stabil-


ity or concord, which suggests that most seatwork


does not require teacher assistance, but when it


does occur it has little influence on the activity.


Overall, we see that each activity has a unique


participation structure that influences how particular


forms of talk relate to meeting routine and ritual im-


peratives. The more centralized attention is and the


less interactivity is sanctioned, the easier it is for


the teacher to coordinate students and to generate


stable and concordant social order in the classroom


by controlling talk. As activities provide more possi-


bilities for interaction, the ability to display, vali-


date, and contest valued identities also increases.


When, however, interactivity increases but attention


remains centralized, conflict becomes more likely as


more is at stake for each turn of talk. In a student pre-


sentation, for example, teachers must coordinate stu-


dent talk but be on guard to prevent students from


using their turn as a platform for ritual work.


When interactivity increases and attention becomes


decentralized, as in group work, we see less conflict


as discursive opportunities for ritual verification


abound and, with most interaction taking place out-


side the view of the teacher, less ability to keep it on


task. What we see, in other words, is a series of trade-


offs between activities concerning how well they are


able to meet the different interactional imperatives


of classroom order. Remiss in these analyses, how-


ever, is some sense of the participants’ subjective ex-


periences in the classroom.


PART B. THE EFFECT OF
INTERACTIONAL STABILITY AND
CONCORD


Now that we have looked at how the shifting inter-


relation of talk and activity influences stability and


concord in the classroom, we next look at whether
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meeting routine and ritual imperatives has a distinct


effect on the duration of classroom activities and


the experiences and attitudes of teachers and stu-


dents. Important to note, by looking at teacher


and student attitudes, we are able to study the ef-


fects of ritual features of interaction in terms of


not only the visible manifestations of compliance


discussed above but also the subjective experiences


of students and teachers associated with role


embracement and collective goodwill.


Task Duration. Our first outcome of interest
concerns the duration of classroom tasks. Prior


research has identified a connection between


maintaining activities and learning (Stallings


1980), and we attempt to build on that connection


here. We believe that the degree of interactional


stability and concord will be positively associated


with longer tasks and that the degree of interac-


tional instability and discord will be associated


with shorter tasks that fail to last. We also suspect


that distinct types of tasks will be more sensitive


to issues of stability than concord and vice versa.


To study the effects of stability and concord on


task duration, our unit of analysis shifts to the individ-


ual task segments. In the McFarland Classroom


Study, there are 1,501 separate task segments (token


tasks). We measure the duration in minutes of class


time of each segment, s. This is our dependent variable


reflective of task duration (Y[Task durationsj] = time


of segment s in class j). Next, we want to develop pre-


dictors for interaction stability and concord so as to


identify their effect on task duration. We measure


the stability of each task as the percentage of time


the token segment was stable (%Stablesj), and we


measure the concord in each task as the percentage


of time the segment lacked conflict (%Concordsj).


Task duration is a skewed metric, so it is log


transformed and predicted using ordinary least


squares regression. However, we are interested in


identifying the main effect of our predictors (b1)


as well as their conditional effects within each


type of activity (b2). As such, we include an inter-


action term by activity type (b3).


YðTask durationsjÞ¼ asj1b1
ð%StablesjÞ1b2ðActivity TypesjÞ


1b3ð%Stablesj*Activity TypesjÞ: ð3Þ


As a more conservative test, we add fixed ef-


fects for classrooms (mj) onto equation 3, thereby


removing exogenous factors also omitted in prior


models.


Results: The Impact of Instability and
Conflict on Activity Length. Turning now to
Table 6, we examine whether the presence of


instability or conflict significantly influences


task duration. Overall, we see that longer activities


are generally more stable and concordant whereas


shorter activities are more unstable and conflic-


tual. Even in the fixed-effects models, these gen-


eral results hold. Notably, interactional stability


is more associated with task duration than con-


cord. Results for each type of activity suggest


some variability, however. For example, activities


with set clocks are least influenced by unstable


interaction (e.g., tests and videos have a prescribed


length from which it is hard to deviate). In con-


trast, concord appears to have greater influence


on centralized activities. This is likely because


defiant acts cannot be as easily ignored in central-


ized compared to decentralized activities. This


means teachers may be less likely to perceive mo-


ments of conflict as a threat to classroom order if


they take place outside of shared attention.


Student and Teacher Attitudes. Our second
outcome of interest concerns student and teacher


attitudes. We hypothesize that interactional stabil-


ity will be associated with positive teacher atti-


tudes and interactional concord will be


associated with positive student attitudes. This is


because teachers are mostly concerned with the


accomplishment of routines whereas student expe-


rience is more closely tied to feelings associated


with the violations of self that often occur in the


service of accomplishing routines.


To test these ideas, we shift to individual-level


outcomes and use stability and concord as class-


room-level predictors. Where possible, we focus


on longitudinal outcomes spanning the observation


period of first and second semester. For student at-


titudes, we use students’ semester and yearly re-


ports on the quality of their classes and course


difficulty levels. Sample sizes differ depending


on whether we use the larger cross-sectional sam-


ple (1,021 to 1,095 reports on our 152 classrooms)


or the smaller longitudinal survey sample (443 per-


sons in 24 focal classrooms). We will briefly relate


the construction of variables below and direct the


reader’s attention to Table C in the Supplemental


Online Materials for details.
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We construct two variables that reflect students’


perceptions of a good class. The first uses longitu-


dinal information that is ‘‘scoped’’ to the classroom


setting. The measure is a sum of how much students


liked the class, teacher, teaching style, and subject


and the grades they expected to get. All these items


were highly correlated and formed a simple addi-


tive composite with a Cronbach’s alpha of .81


(Good class v1ij). The second measure is drawn


from a larger, cross-sectional sample; items con-


cern how much students liked the class, the amount


they learned, the quality of teaching, their interest


in the subject, and the inverse-ranked liking of


the class. These variables also were highly corre-


lated and formed a simple additive composite


with a Cronbach’s alpha of .76 (Good class v2ij).


As a contrast to students’ perceptions of good clas-


ses, we looked at student reports about how diffi-


cult each class was (Class difficultyij). The reason


for including class difficulty is that a stable class


may be considered difficult or boring.


To capture teacher attitudes, we sought measures


reflecting their views of students and their content-


ment with their teaching role. This sample corre-


sponds with the observed 150 classrooms minus


cases with missing data. The first dependent variable


measures the perceived quality of teachers’ students.


It is a sum of four highly correlated items concerning


how often the teacher believed each student was on-


task or socializing, their academic ability, and their


expected grade (scales are listed in Table 6). These


variables form another simple additive component


that has a Cronbach’s alpha of .84 (Good studentij).


The second dependent variable reflects teachers’


contentment with their role (Role-Contentmentij).


It is derived from a cross-sectional teacher survey


wherein 1 = the teacher’s report of not wanting to


teach a different subject, or at a different school, or


to be in a different profession, and 0 is coded for


any expression of role discontent. Of the 151 teach-


ers surveyed, only 99 had no desire to change their


subject, school, or career, whereas 52 did.
9


The samples for these models are relatively small


in comparison with the models of interaction


dynamics. Hence, we are limited in the number of


predictors we can include. As a proxy for task struc-


tures, we use the average percentage of students who


spoke in all observed class slices (%Class Talkingij).


As this variable gets larger, it reflects classes that use


a more open, student-centered task structure, and as


it gets smaller, it reflects classes that constrain


access to the floor (lecture, exams). Our other pre-


dictors reflect our focal theoretical variables of inter-


action stability and concord (Class Stabilityij and


Class Concordij). As with task segments in the prior


section, we use the percentage of observed class


Table 6. Conditional Effects of Stability and Concord on Task Duration (by Type of Task)


Percentage of
segment that


is stable


Percentage of
segment that
has concord Task length


Estimated
coefficient Fixed


Estimated
coefficient Fixed Mean


Standard
deviation n


Main effect .14*** .14*** .04y .07** 13.38 11.48 1,501
Lecture .31*** .39*** .25*** .29*** 9.32 9.24 203
Recitation .17*** .18*** .22*** .21*** 15.68 11.67 526
Discussion .29*** .32*** .26*** .26** 11.60 10.23 78
Student


presentation
.03 .17 .13 .10 17.32 12.93 70


Group work .32*** .26** .05 .03 12.09 8.71 116
Test/quiz .14y .14 .35*** .35*** 20.58 13.25 73
Audiovisual .20* .11 .18* .16y 16.25 13.80 62
Seatwork .20*** .19* –.03 .03 13.81 11.14 229
Undefined .31*** .27*** .25*** .26*** 5.23 6.70 144


Source: McFarland (1999) classroom interaction study.
Note: N = 1,501 task segments (models fix classroom traits). All models are standardized (Y) and exponentiated (X 3
task type). Stability: mean = .48, standard deviation = .33. Nondefiance: mean = .78, standard deviation = .28.
*p \ .05. **p \ .01. ***p \ .001. yp \ .10.
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time (as opposed to segment time) that is stable or


concordant as our measure.


We model student and teacher attitudes using


multilevel linear regression models that include


random intercepts for classrooms (equation 4). At


level 1, we have the attitude variable Y for individ-


ual i in classroom j. The attitude Y is equal to the


average outcome in the classroom plus a variety


of student-level covariates (above variables) and


a classroom-level error term. At the individual


level, we interact our key features of stability and


concord with task variability (here %Class


Talkingij 3 Class Concordij). These interactions


illustrate whether the effects of concord and stabil-


ity vary by task structure as hypothesized.


YðattitudeÞij ¼ b0j1b1jð%Class TalkingijÞ


1b2jðClass StableijÞ1b3jð%Class Talkingij
3Class StableijÞ


1b4jðClass ConcordijÞ1b5jð%Class Talkingij
3Class ConcordijÞ ð4Þ


At level 2, we treat classrooms as random


effects.


b0j ¼ g001y0j


Here, g00 is the average outcome of the population,


and y0j is the classroom-specific effect. The multi-


level framework allows us to take into account


response clustering within classrooms.


Results: Teacher and Student Attitudes
and Preferences. The findings in Table 7 indi-
cate that classroom stability and concord differen-


tially shape the attitudes and experiences of


teachers and students, lending credence to our


claim that they have different interests and mo-


tives that may work at cross-purposes. Students


are more likely to report liking classes with higher


levels of instability. Teachers, in contrast, are


more likely to report being content in their jobs


when they teach stable classes. This suggests stu-


dents like nonroutine classes wherein control is


loose and interaction variable, whereas teachers


prefer classes in which they are able to manage


student behavior in a routinized manner.


When looking at interactional concord, we see


the opposite pattern. Students report liking classes


marked by concord, which our theory would sug-


gest is associated with respect for identity and


more opportunities for discursive authorship. This


view is given extra credence by the significant


interaction between classroom concord and the per-


centage of the class talking. In other words, stu-


dents like classes in which there are many


opportunities for talk and those opportunities do


not lead to conflict over identity. For teachers, the


relationship is more complicated. Their perception


of what constitutes good students is related to a lack


of classroom conflict but not instability. Yet at the


same time, the more teachers report having classes


marked by interactional concord but little talk (or


compliance), the less likely they are to report con-


tentment in their role. To a teacher, then, a class of


nondefiant, passive students may be perceived as


being good but not interesting. The significant in-


teractions between the percentage of the class talk-


ing and both perception of good students and role


contentment suggests that teachers prefer engaged


students who do not challenge their authority.


We can see general consistency in the results on


task survival and teacher and student attitudes.


First, teachers and students have different feelings


about stable interaction. Teachers prefer stability,


partly because it is associated with activity length,


which can be seen as a proxy for fulfilling their


institutional role. Students, in contrast, find routine


tasks to be boring and stable classes to be difficult


(student perceptions about which activities they


find boring can be seen in Figure 3). Moreover, stu-


dents prefer interaction that lacks conflict, which is


generally found in classes in which they do not vie


with teachers about the control of talk. Teachers in


turn prefer engaged but nondefiant students.


From a ritual perspective, then, it is not the case


that teachers want to suppress student identity but


rather that the importance of completing activities


sometimes necessitates it. Overall, these results sug-


gest that behaviors and attitudes in the classroom are


significantly shaped by the nature of moment-to-


moment interaction. Rather than placing the burden


of explaining classroom experience on exogenous fac-


tors of the school and setting, we can begin to see how


it is dynamically shaped by the nature of the micro-


situations inhabited by teachers and students.


DISCUSSION


In summary, we present multiple findings about


social order in classrooms. Our analyses in part A
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reveal the multidimensional and situated nature of


classroom order. First, we find a strong relation


between temporality and classroom order that is


consistent with prior qualitative work and reinfor-


ces the validity of our models. Second, we find


that most of the variance in stability and concord


occurs within classroom contexts and their mo-


ments. As such, the primary issue of classroom


order is often situational. Third, we find that activ-


ities often dictate the overall levels of stability and


concord in participant behaviors and that they often


work at cross-purposes. Activities that require


greater interactivity and distribute attention evenly


are harder to stabilize but less conflictual. By con-


trast, activities that are less interactive and focus


attention unevenly are easier to stabilize and


acquire compliance (but not goodwill). Fourth,


we find that the stability and concord within activ-


ities entail situated usage of discursive moves. The


use of a joke in lectures and seatwork, for example,


has different effects on the stability and concord in


those particular situations.


Our analyses in part B concern the effects of sta-


bility and concord on instruction and the attitudes


of classroom participants. Our analyses of task


duration find that in general, stable and concordant


activities last longer. The relationship is weaker,


however, for activities such as tests and videos


that have more rigid starting and ending times.


When the degree of interactivity is high and/or


attention is centralized on the teacher, activities


are more sensitive to issues of stability. The


influence of concord, in contrast, is weaker in activ-


ities wherein students have the opportunity to


engage in decentralized conversations. Next, we


find that teacher attitudes respond to issues of sta-


bility and student attitudes to issues of concord.


Such biases reflect a central tendency across les-


sons. Teachers adopt more transmittal formats of


instruction that diminish interactivity and central-


ize attention on themselves so that collective mobi-


lization and compliance occurs. This places


students in a consistently nonactive role and deval-


ues identity. What we learn is that our analyses of


concord in part A may often reflect compliance


more than goodwill and that we need to take into


account participants’ attitudes. Once we do, we


see that teachers want more than mere compliance;


they want stability with student role embracement.


CONCLUSION


In this article, we have attempted to reconceptual-


ize the problem of classroom social order. Prior


work in the sociology of education explains class-


room order in terms of factors that are static across


classroom moments, such as the composition of


students (Dreeben and Barr 1988; McFarland


2001) and characteristics of teachers (Pianta and


Hamre 2009), the mismatch between adolescent


and academic cultures (Willis 1977; Woods


1983), and the organizational features of the class-


room setting (McFarland 2005). In contrast, we


have located important interactional dynamics


between teachers and students within the discur-


sively constructed structures of classroom situa-


tions themselves. In doing so we build off of


Goffman’s insight that ‘‘the proper study of interac-


tion is not the individual and his psychology, but


rather the syntactical relations among acts of differ-


ent persons mutually present to one another . . . not,


then, men and their moments. Rather, moments and


their men’’ (Goffman 1967:3).


In the classroom, this means seeing the motiva-


tions and interests of students and teachers not as


essential features of their characters or roles but


rather as the result of their shifting positions in


changing activity structures and discourse.


In this view, problems and perturbations in


classroom order are largely a function of the inter-


relation of discourse and task in particular social


situations. Each activity and form of talk cues dif-


ferent participation statuses, and with those come


different experiences and obligations for stability


and concord. By altering the task and the discursive
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cues, the situation changes, and another arrange-


ment of participation statuses arises along with dif-


ferent potential affronts to activity and self (i.e.,


routine and ritual). It is only in the consistent selec-


tion of activities such as recitation, lecture, and


seatwork that classroom actors take up orientations


toward one another and a more abstract sense of the


institutional roles of teacher and student forms.


One might infer from our results that the best


course for educators interested in improving experi-


ence for students is to shift focus away from stability


and routine and toward building concord and ritual


in the classroom. Similar prescriptions were made


with student-centered instruction and youth empow-


erment (Swidler 1979; Cohen and Lotan 1997).


Opposite prescriptions are made by traditionalists


arguing centralized activities have greater returns


to achievement (Adams and Engelmann 1996).


The findings of this article, however, suggest that


any either-or prescription is problematic.


Successful situations must be ‘‘worked,’’ and inter-


actional requirements must be balanced so as best


to accomplish collective mobilization and rapport.


This suggests part of the reason reform efforts argu-


ing for one direction over another tend not to suc-


ceed. Rather than pitting the efficacy of traditional


and progressive pedagogies against each other,


then, researchers should be investigating how differ-


ent patterns in the usage of types of academic activ-


ities create variable classroom experiences. Instead


of promoting single instructional formats, the


research presented here suggests educators may


want to consider the alternation of divergent forms.


Using decentralized and centralized tasks in cycles


may meet situational requirements of routine and rit-


ual in an oscillating manner.


The work presented here is both theoretically


and empirically derived; however, it is not without


its shortcomings. Future work can improve on what


was presented here by collecting better data. In par-


ticular, the coordination of routine is more than


a network mobilization effort; it is also a topical


corralling effort. As such, future work would do


well to collect greater detail on the topic of talk,


especially as it pertains to subject matter


(Stodolsky 1988). In contrast, the normative or rit-


ual requirements of situations are exemplified by


more than the lack of discord but often are observed


in nonverbal communication such as body posi-


tioning and facial gestures seen in video recordings


(Bremme and Erickson 1977; Goodwin 1998).


Likewise, research that makes use of audio


recordings can help us understand the role of pro-


sodic, emotive features of talk such as pitch, fre-


quency, and synchronicity (Jurafsky, Ranganath,


and McFarland 2009).


Our data do not contain information about the


duration of talk and therefore lack the truly continu-


ous notion of time and interaction that would allow


for real integration between network and conversa-


tion analysis (Moody et al. 2005; Gibson 2008). In


addition, our distinction between dyadic and broad-


cast forms of speech is too coarse. Private interac-


tions reflect dyad-specific interactions, but public


interactions involve bystanders (i.e., those who


hear talk but are not its intended recipients). As


such, it is a local broadcast and therefore distinct


not only from private chains of concealed talk but


from global broadcasts of indirect speech. By ren-


dering interaction into these distinct network arenas,


we may fundamentally alter the results. Such render-


ing requires data on physical layouts, something


already being integrated into this type of research


(Eagle, Pentland, and Lazer 2009).


In spite of the aforementioned data limitations,


the data used here remain unparalleled in education


research and offer a novel glimpse into the interac-


tional construction of classroom social order.


Future research would do well to look at how


planned changes in classroom practices reshape


the interrelation of routine and ritual features of


interaction, often in unintentional ways. Studying


the dynamics laid out in this article during instances


of reform can offer a new way of studying the fail-


ure or success of change efforts. Future work


should look at the same activities across a wide


range of school settings and grades. Doing so


would provide new and important perspectives on


some of the most central questions in the sociology


of education including the processes through which


students are socialized into school practices and the


micro-interactional sources of inequality and dif-


ferences in educational outcomes.
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NOTES


1. Notably, both sociolinguists and interactionists draw


extensively on Goffman in their work (e.g., Erickson


1982; Pace 2006), but each research stream tends to


addresses only part of his overall framework.


2. We will use activity framework and participation


framework interchangeably. For ease of understand-


ing, the reader may regard frameworks as reflecting


schemas and expectations and structures as enacted


forms that come about (Diehl and McFarland 2010).


These are not always consistent due to competing


activity frameworks.


3. More classes were observed at Rural because it was


a larger school where more classes had to be observed


so as to get multiple observations of individuals. In


addition, more math and science classes were


observed because they were yearlong courses with


more stable populations than courses in other subjects.


There was an effort to observe an equal numbers of


courses across tracks, but some were not offered for


basic students (and no basic courses existed at


Magnet), so that track is slightly underrepresented.


Around 60 percent of the classes observed were in


the regular track, 36 percent were in the accelerated


track, and only 4 percent were from the basic track


at Rural High. In spite of these biases, this is a sizeable


sample of classes within which we can study the pro-


cess of interaction ordering.


4. Our goal is to model interaction dynamics and identify


situational levers patterning them. To this end, a slice


of class time is sought that is longer than a single turn


and shorter than an activity segment. If too narrow, we


lose the patterning of association, and if too wide, we


confound the influence of multiple segments. We tried


windows varying from one to four minutes and found


two- to three-minute windows best fit our research


focus. That said, results for one to four minutes are


qualitatively consistent and do not change the article’s


story.


5. An elucidation of the difference between the standard


study of dyads and our approach of studying triads can


be found in looking at the participation structure of


student presentations. When teachers call on students


to present their work, the students take turns making


broadcast statements to the entire class, and the


teacher acts as master of ceremonies and discussant.


As each student speaks, he or she commences a revolu-


tion in who talks to whom (dyads) even though partic-


ipants consistently enact the same interaction roles


and smoothly maintain the activity. Measures that


focus only on patterns of dyadic talk do not capture


the stable enactment of this type of activity because


they fail to capture whether classroom participants


are enacting stable interaction patterns, or interaction


roles. By contrast, conceptualizing the participation


structure in terms of triadic forms allows us to identify


consistent interactional roles underlying the activity


despite the contingent movements of particular actors


through those roles.


6. Triad labels follow the MAN acronym. M = number of


mutual ties, A = number of asymmetric ties, and N =


number of null ties. Hence, the label 020 refers to tri-


ads with two asymmetric ties. The suffixes of triad


types refer to directions of up (U), down (D), cyclic


(C), and transitive (T). Transitivity is a simple law:


if a �! b and b �! c, then a �! c. As such, a triad
is transitive when a friend of my friend is also my


friend (a general network property).


7. SAS syntax for these models is as follows: PROC


PHREG DATA=datasetname NOSUMMARY;


MODEL stability = x1 x2 x3 . . . xn /


TIES=DISCRETE; STRATA classrooms; RUN;


8. We add all interaction terms to models 5 (for dis-


course) and 6 (for dyadic formats) in Table 2. We


relied on Jaccard’s description of modeling interaction


terms using qualitative and quantitative variables


(Jaccard 2001:30-34). When exploring the effect of


a variable such as task reciprocity within various


activity frames, it is helpful to report the conditional


effect task reciprocity has within each activity. This


is the effect of task reciprocity when the moderator


variables value is 0. Hence, we report the effect of


task reciprocity on recitation by determining task rec-


iprocity’s coefficient net of interactions with all other


types of activity structures.


9. The role-contentment variable is assessed by a logit


model that is run at the classroom level, Log (pi /


(1–pi)), where pi is the probability of role contentment


for teacher i.
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